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Accuity are guided by three key drivers:

Effectiveness

Your challenge:
Keeping up with changing
regulations and lists to
avoid missing true hits.
How we help:

Ensure full risk coverage via our Filter 
to make sure your transaction and 
customer screening erases all relevant 
hits, and avoids any breaches

Raise required red flags for investigation

Apply relevant risk reference data

Manage and validate list changes rapidly

Implement list updates securely 
and smoothly

Efficiency

Your challenge:
Managing volumes of
alerts more efficiently.

How we help:

Accelerate the full alert review process 
and reduce the need for level 1 review

Leverage transaction structured data 
to raise only relevant matches

Automatically reproduce past 
decisions with proper safeguards

Leverage statistical and AI modelling 
to reduce alerts

Explainability

Your challenge:
Meeting regulators 
expectations for proof  
of compliance.
How we help:

Full visibility and tracking

Proof of alignment of policy  
& screening configuration  
& operations

Deeper / more efficient  
testing and explainability

Easier access to full audit trail  
of screening records

The industry and market 
challenges that you face:

Improve your screening for maximum 
precision and performance

Firco Continuity is a complete, scalable portfolio containing a range 
of products to help reduce your screening burden. Easy to use and  
readily accessible our products help you prevent the occurrence  
of the proliferation of financial crime within your organisation, by 
providing you with greater insight into your financial counterparties  
in a quick and efficient manner.

Firco Continuity offers you the capability  
to take full control of the flow of transactions 
as seamlessly as possible, whilst ensuring 
you maintain compliance with the  
ever-growing regulatory environment.

Our solution’s architecture cleverly enables 
configurable workflows, so that you can  
map it to your own internal processes  
to review hits and make the right decisions  
for your organisation. This minimises  
the need for human intervention and  
helps to keep compliance costs down.

Benefits

Maximum precision Maximum efficiency Maximum performance
full risk coverage for
transaction screening.

save time, money and
resources by reducing 
false positive hits.

focus on what matters by clearly 
identifying and prioritising the 
highest risk results.

Firco Continuity 

Regulator requirement to provide 
clear, historical evidence to prove 
understanding of screening processes
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Increase in screening complexity02

Growing cost of compliance03

Need for accuracy and speed04

Security concerns over breaches05

Challenge of meeting 
both business requirements 
and organisational effectiveness
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